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THE IMPORTANCE OF MELITOPOL TO THE NAZIS

The Washington Post this morning states;

For seven days the streets of Melitopol have literally been running with blood. Not
since the days of the battle of Stalingrad has the Eastern front witnessed such fierce

hand-to-hand fighting as is talcing place in that Eastern Ukrainian city, the

northeastern gateway to the Crimea, Should Melitopol fall, the Russians would be in a.

position to cut off all possibilities of a. German escape from the Crimea except by the

limited route to Nikclaye, Even that route would be cut off if the present German

defence line across the Dnieper collapses as it may very well do.

In view cf the vast stakes involved in the present fighting on the Eastern front,it
; no wonder that the Germans are pouring in badly needed reserves to stem the Russian
advance on Gomel, Kiev and Melitopol. For if forced to retreat this time, they would

lose the last Russian north-south route still in their possession. And by losing it they
would be placed at an enormous disadvantage vis-a-vis the Russians since, lacking a

lateral communications system they would be handicapped in moving their forces from one

sector to another. The Russians on their part would be in a position speedily to

concentrate on particular points.

It is not too much to say, in fact, that the' present Russian campaign along the

Dnieper is one cf the highest possible stakes, A real breakthrough would undoubtedly
shorten the way by many months. But by the same token the Germans are sparing neither

men nor material in the effort to hold.

THE BURMA FRONT

The Washington pest also says:

No must drive the Japanese invaders out of this erstwhile British possession (Burma)
before we can supply real aid to the armies of Chiang Kai Shek and mount a major
offensive aimed at the heart of Japan itself,..,. Certainly a drive to recapture Burma

is now in preparation. The British have two cf their best commanders on the spot,
Auchinleck and Mounthatten, supporting them are our own generals Stillwell and Chennault,
It is not likely that -such fighters are assembled in a single theatre of the war for

their own amusement or anyone else’s. But they cannot set this major campaign in motion

until the monsoon season ends and the river-valleys dry out sufficiently to

’permit the movement of troops and supplies. If the undertaking is to he amphibious in

nature, as seems indicated by Mountbatten's presence, shipping must be assembled -

shipping that has only lately been released from other chores and made available for

this front,....

Strategic plans cannot he executed by the simple barking of a command. If the plans
are to be successful - conducted, that is, with maximum effectiveness and economy of

lives and equipment - the execution must he preceded by meticulous training of troops,
disposition of equipment and provision of lines of supply. It is this, preliminary phase
of the campaign that is now in progress.

The terrain in Burma and in northern Indo-China is fantastically difficult,beset a

it is by a roadless tangle of 8,000-feet mountains. The jungles of the region are

infested with malaria. The Japanese, as a. result of their early victories,are stoutly
entrenched, with rail, highway and river communications to supply their troops. The

strategic importance of Burma, nevertheless, is such, particularly vis-a-vis the

Chinese, that a resolute effort to overcome all these difficulties appears to he in order

POST-WAR TRADE

The New York Times today states:

In the study just issued by the Department of Commerce, "The United States in the

Economy" ..... the main conclusion is a thoroughly sound one. This is that the

United States, after the war, must resume investment of capital abroad and prepare now

to' buy more goods from other countries by prosecuting the reciprocal trade agreements
programme vigorously, with more emphasis on reduction of tariffs by this country than

on concession, obtained from others.

The reduction of our own tariffs is, in fact, in the first instance a favour to

our own consumers, who are able to obtain cheaper goods. Ultimately it is a favour

to our whole national economy, because it permits the great volume of world trade -

in the absence of which the prosperity of any single country is certain to be limited.
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